
Gateron Yellow Hot-Swap switches. RGB LED.    Size 96%.                  „Pudding” keycaps.                     Wireless.

MODECOM VOLCANO 
GAMER 96 BT



Detachable USB-C cable with a length of 180 cm. 

Wireless operation possible.

CABLE

The use of high-quality materials during 

production ensures its durability.

HIGH QUALITY

High ergonomics allows you to use it for many 

hours - not only while playing your favorite 

games for many hours, but also while working 

or studying with a laptop.

ERGONOMICS

Professional Gateron Yellow linear switches with a 

lifetime of 50 million clicks. The keycaps are made in 

the dual - injection technology.

GATERON YELLOW HOT-SWAP

You can successfully connect the keyboard with 3 

devices simultaneously via the Bluetooth module. You 

can also connect the device with a USB transmitter 2.4 

GHz.

WIRELESS

BLUETOOTH / 2.4 GHz 

A powerful battery with a long time of wireless operation. 

The built-in 4000 mAh battery allows you to work for many 

hours without frequent recharging.

BATTERY

Full LED RGB backlight (16.7 million colors).

LED RGB

Dedicated software.

SOFTWARE

Full Anti-Ghosting.

ANTI-GHOSTING

PUDDING

Pudding keycaps for a beautiful keyboard 

appearance.

98 keys and a size 96%. The functionality of a 

full-size keyboard in a smaller size.

96 %



RGB LED
16.7 million colors.

Pudding keycaps for a 
beautiful design.

High-quality materials, 
perfect fit.

QUALITY

LED RGB

PUDDING



Gateron Yellow mechanical 

switches (linear) ideal for 

gaming with the possibility of 

independent replacement with 

another switch.

GATERON

HOT-SWAP

The functionality of a full-size 

keyboard in a smaller version.

SIZE 96%

Non-slip feet on the bottom of the 

keyboard prevent it from sliding even 

during intense gaming. Possibility to 

adjust the keyboard tilt.

NON-SLIP FEET

Free yourself from the 

wires and play in the 

highest comfort.

WIRELESS



MODECOM Volcano Gamer 96 BT is a keyboard that

ensures comfort and pleasure of wireless gaming. The

freedom from wires is an unquestionable advantage in

multimedia entertainment. At the same time, thanks to

advanced technology, you can choose the type of

connection - via Bluetooth 5.0 module or via 2.4 GHz.

Whichever connection type you choose, the fun of your

favorite games will last for the best!

WIRELESS GAMING
VOLCANO

GAMER 
96 BT



98 keys and 20% more desk space thanks to the 96% size. The numbers do not lie - MODECOM 

Volcano Gamer 96 BT offers the functionality of a full-size keyboard in a smaller size.

FULL-SIZE KEYBOARD FUNCTIONALITY 
IN A SMALLER SIZE



LIKE A FULL-SIZE BUT 96%

The 96% keyboard with a numeric section is a design aimed not only at

gamers.

Thanks to the numerical section, the keyboard will be perfect as a tool for work

and study. Any tasks performed in the MS Office environment are much easier

to do, especially when it comes to working with numbers.

However, gamers will also appreciate this design. Some of us are used to

working with a full-size keyboard, and the ability to control the arrows from the

numeric section in some games is an undisputed advantage during multimedia

entertainment.



Thanks to the Bluetooth 5.0 module, you can connect 3 devices at the same time. 

Imagine this convenience when, after playing your favorite game, you take the 

keyboard, go to the next room and sit comfortably on the couch and use it for the TV.

You can also use the keyboard for study or work by pairing it with a laptop. Just sit 

back in the chair and work wirelessly in the best possible way.

CONNECT 3 DEVICES AT THE SAME TIME WITH A BLUETOOTH 5.0 MODULE



9

How simple and convenient it is! Just take the USB transmitter out

of the box and insert it into any free USB port on your computer to

enjoy wireless connectivity. If you need to take the keyboard on a

trip, nothing easier - just hide the USB transmitter in a dedicated

place on the bottom of the keyboard.

USB TRANSMITTER, 
2.4 GHz 
CONNECTIVITY



THE BEAUTY OF PUDDING

The amazing appearance of the keyboard is obtained thanks to the pudding

keycaps. LED RGB backlight "spills" all over the keyboard thanks to "milky"

overlays.

The best effect is obtained after dark - this is when the keyboard most often

impresses with its appearance. If you like RGB LED lighting, the pudding

keycaps will meet your expectations.

THE MATERIAL MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

The keycaps up to 2/3 of their height are made of translucent milk material.

Thanks to this design, the RGB LED backlight gains strength - the translucent

material distributes the colors evenly over the keyboard.

If you value aesthetics - pudding keyboards will be a great choice on a gaming

desk.



GAMING KEYBOARD

MODECOM Volcano Gamer 96 BT is a typical gaming tool,

although it can handle in any other situation. A keyboard with a

numeric section, but in a smaller 96% format, wireless

connectivity, Gateron Yellow switches in hot-swap technology,

pudding keycaps, RGB LED backlight and dedicated software -

everything every player needs here.



GATERON YELLOW HOT-SWAP MECHANICAL SWITCHES 



WHAT ARE 

GATERON 

YELLOW 

SWITCHES?

Quiet and linear Gateron Yellow mechanical switches are 

perfect for gaming, typing or everyday computer work.

Similar in characteristics to the well-known red switches, 

they are characterized by 5 g more pressing force, 

making them a great choice for gaming.

Find out more about the switches in our video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q6hljkyy34E

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q6hljkyy34E


REMOVABLE 

SWITCHES

HOT-SWAP

GATERON

Each switch can be removed and replaced with another. Thanks 

to this, you can freely configure the keyboard and adapt it to 

your own needs.

Do you want the most frequently used gaming buttons to have 

a yellow switch, and the rest to a blue or brown switch? Yes - it 

is possible and you can do it yourself in a few easy steps. You 

don't need any special tools for this, and changing the switches 

is child's play.



DEDICATED SOFTWARE 

AND MEMORY FUNCTION

The keyboard has a built-in memory, which allows it to

"remember" the configured keys, eg in Windows (programmed

macros and assigned key functions), and after connecting to a

second computer with Mac OS or Linux, you can work with

previously saved functions.
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A powerful 4000 mAh battery allows you to play

wirelessly for 100 hours with the backlight turned off

and 2.4 GHz connectivity. Enjoy wireless connectivity

for a long time and do not worry about the battery - the

keyboard will inform you in advance of the need to

recharge it with the red flashing FN button.

EFFICIENT BATTERY 
means 100 hours of 
wireless gaming



SELECT A PREFERRED 

CONNECTION MODE

At the bottom of the keyboard we put a switch that changes the modes of

connection of the keyboard to the computer. Depending on your needs, you can

choose:

- Wired connectivity via the included USB-C cable. Connecting the keyboard to

the cable charges the keyboard battery.

- Wireless connectivity via a Bluetooth module.

- Wireless communication via 2.4 GHz radio via a dedicated USB transmitter

located on the bottom of the keyboard.



NON-SLIP FEET

On the underside of the keyboard, we have placed four non-

slip feet, thanks to which the keyboard will be stable even

during the most exciting game.

It is also possible to adjust the angle of the keyboard in two

steps.



96% size

98 hot-swap switches
100% of gaming

98 pudding keycaps



POWER OF CABLE

Although the keyboard works wirelessly, you can also work

and play "on the cable" using a 180 cm length rubberized

USB-C cable. Thanks to this solution, you are guaranteed

instant response time in games and you do not have to

worry about the battery level.



Enter the world of gaming and forget about the

reality that surrounds you. Use the latest

technological solutions and have fun. Or take

advantage of its best features and spend a

comfortable time while working or studying.

It's your choice, we only gave you the tool.

Choose
keyboard



PLAY, WORK, LEARN, HAVE FUN

Despite its gaming character, it will be perfect for everyday use - work, study and

even simply browsing the Internet. MODECOM Volcano Gamer 96 BT will be a great

tool for any task.

Take advantage of its best features for work or study



DUAL INJECTION

BACKLIGHT
The backlight color can be freely configured, both from the 

keyboard and software.

The keycaps are made in the dual-injection technology. Wear-

resistant and easy to replace or clean.

HOT-SWAP SWITCHES
Gateron Yellow switches with 50 million click lifetime. Each 

switch is made in hot-swap technology. The linear nature of 

the Gateron Yellow switch is perfect for gaming.

PUDDING
Pudding keycaps give the keyboard a unique look. They 

emphasize the decor of the gaming stand in the best possible 

way.



SIZE 96% The keyboard is highly versatile. If you often work with numbers or type, a keypad with a number section will be an 

excellent choice. At the same time, it is smaller than other full-size keyboards.

FOR YEARS Mechanical switches, non-abrasive keys and quality of workmanship - the keyboard will serve for years.

MECHANICAL Gateron Yellow switches with 50 million click lifetime. The linear nature of the Gateron Yellow switch is perfect for 

games.

HOT-SWAP All switches are replaceable. Thanks to this, you can adjust the keyboard to your own needs.

01.

02.

03.

04.

10 REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD BUY IT

WIRELESS05. Wire-free and great comfort - these are the advantages of playing on a wireless keyboard.



WORK OR PLAY The keyboard is universal, but has a gaming character. It will work as a tool for playing, learning and working.

SOFTWARE The software can be downloaded from the manufacturer's website - www.volcanogaming.pl

Thanks to it, you can adjust the keyboard to your own needs.

PUDDING 

WITH LED RGB

RGB LED backlight of 16.7 million colors allows you to define the appropriate color under your own preferences. 

Delicate backlight, or maybe a full range of colors? It is only your choice. Plus beautiful pudding keycaps. This 

keyboard is gorgeous!

LOTS OF FUNCTIONS Windows key lock and full Anti-Ghosting are useful functions for gaming and work.

06.

07.

08.

09.

10 REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD BUY IT

100 HOURS10. A powerful battery provides 100 hours of wireless gaming with the backlight turned off and 2.4 GHz connectivity.



Gateron Yellow mechanical switches with a lifetime

of 50 million clicks allow you to reliably enjoy any

virtual entertainment. Due to their design, they

ensure the longevity of the gaming keyboard.

The use of high-quality materials and components,

the perfect fit of every detail is not only a pleasure to

use, but also the certainty that MODECOM Volcano

Gamer 96 BT will be a keyboard for years.

Gaming and 
long-lasting
character



Windows key lock prevents accidental pressing of the Windows key. Thanks 

to it, you will never see a situation where you will suddenly see your… desktop 

during the most exciting gamingu situation. Remember that you decide when 

to end the game.

Thanks to the software you can record macros and program the keyboard 

backlight in any configuration. With these features, you can say the keyboard 

is REALLY YOURS.

Most keyboards available on the market can detect just a few keys at a time. 

On keyboards with this restriction, gamers will not be able to use more key 

combinations that are required in many games. As a consequence, it limits 

the quality of entertainment and affects the results achieved in games. The 

keyboard is equipped with an advanced full anti-ghosting function, which 

gives the user unlimited freedom - with no limit to the number of 

simultaneously pressed keys. Thanks to it the keyboard is professional 

tournament equipment.

WINDOWS KEY LOCK

SOFTWARE

FULL ANTI-GHOSTING

The keyboard is equipped with fully adjustable LED backlight in full RGB 

palette. You can create your own profiles in which only selected keys will be 

illuminated (adjusted to a specific game or to your own preferences).

We have placed four non-slip feets, thanks to which the keyboard will be 

stable even during the most exciting games.

The keyboard uses high-quality double-injection keycaps. An overlay 

made with this method consists of two separate elements: external 

(translucent) and internal with an overprint. Thanks to this method, the 

print will not wear off even as a result of intensive use.

RGB LED AND PUDDING

RUBBER, NON-SLIP FEET

DUAL INJECTION

01.

02.

03.

04.

05.

06.



SIZE 96%

GATERON 

YELLOW

LED RGB 

PUDDING

WIRELESS



We have been creating gaming accessories for years, including keyboards. They are appreciated in Poland and in the world, gaining recognition of editorial offices.

"Modecom really made an effort to serve the best product in terms of price /
quality ratio„

Review of the MODECOM VOLCANO LANPARTY RGB BT keyboard version

„The leader of tournament designs”
PC Format 1/2018

Review of the MODECOM VOLCANO LANPARTY RGB keyboard version

"In my opinion, this keyboard is great„

Review of the MODECOM VOLCANO LANPARTY RGB BT keyboard version

Selected awards granted to products from the MODECOM Volcano Gaming series:

VOLCANO GAMING - A BRAND YOU CAN TRUST,
BECAUSE WE CREATE GAMING, WHAT WE WOULD LIKE TO HAVE.



Switch

Anti-ghosting

Backlight

Gateron Yellow, hot-swap

Yes, full

RGB LED, 16,7 MLN colors

GAMER 96 BT



Model VOLCANO GAMER 96 BT

Keyboard type Mechanical

Number of keycaps 98

Switches Gateron Yellow

Hot-Swap Yes

Operation Wired or wireless 2.4GHz, Bluetooth

Layout US

Keycaps Pudding

Multimedia keys 12

Anti-Ghosting Yes, full

Backlight RGB LED, 16,7 MLN colors

Software Yes

Cable length 180 cm

Dimensions (mm) 387 x 140 x 42 mm

Weight 1130 g



LOGISTICS

MODECOM VOLCANO GAMER 96 BT

Product code: K-MC-GAMER-96-BT

EAN: 5903560980551

Dimentions of unit package: 435 x 67 x 175 mm

Dimentions of collective package: 450 x 360 x 375 mm

Number of keyboards in collective package: 10


